
May Might

Name: Date: __/__/20__

I wish that you and our friends _____________ in greater distress than I
am.
1.

(not/be)
may not be

No Jew _____________ on horseback here.2. (ride)might ride

____________________ you, my dear mother, in his eyes?3.
(I/not/justify/?)

May I not justify

Another day and it __________________ too late.4. (past/be)might have been

Any one ___________ this on himself.5. (test)may test

We are not particularly strong people, you and I; we _______________
long to live.
6.

(not/have)
may not have

It _________ that I showed amusement.7. (be)may be

And her lips; ______________________?8. (what/they/say/?)what might they say

______________ through your room to mine?9. (I/not/go/?)Mayn't I go

Would you be willing to ask nothing of me that a friend or a sister
_________________?
10.

(not/give)might not give

Though one __________________________ all of them, he would learn
from the one or two he had knowledge of, the principle of love taught in all.
11.

(not/hear/or/learn)

might not hear or learn

If she could drive her father-and such a father-to theft,
___________________________________________ her husband?
12.

(in what wrongdoing/she/not/involve/?)
in what wrongdoing might she not involve

In the end it ___________ a mountain of trouble.13. (save)may save

You _____________________ what I mean now; think of what I say fifty
years from now.
14.

(not/understand)
may not understand

You ____________________ your party to them.15. (past/betray)may have betrayed
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I desire to be loved and waited for with fidelity, nobleness, ardor, while all I
can give is infinite tenderness of which the expression
___________________ the boundary of the heart, the permitted neutral
ground.

16.

(not/overstep)
may not overstep

I thought she _______________________ it.17. (past/mention)might have mentioned

Of course it might be coming, but it was still very far away, and it
___________________ after all.
18.

(not/arrive)might not arrive

I tell you this so that any orders I give you ___________________ you.19.
(not/surprise)

may not surprise

He wondered at the sight, but he knew that he ________________ the
meaning of it from the ones who knew him.
20.

(not/ask)
might not ask
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